
Measurement of Neutral Mesons via Photon Conversions     
in p-Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV with ALICE at the CERN LHC

Neutral Meson Analysis
A dataset of about 120 million minimum bias events recorded in January 2013 is used for the neutral meson analysis. 
For efficiency calculations and corrections a HIJING Monte Carlo productions with 40 million  events including 
minimum bias and added meson signals are available.    
The meson signal is obtained using the invariant mass of the decay products:

 
                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                       

The neutral meson signal appears as a peak in the invariant mass plot over the combinatorial background. 
To estimate this background, photon candidates from different events are combined and the corresponding distribution 
(blue line) is scaled and subtracted from the invariant mass distribution.

The number of neutral mesons in the respective pT bin is then obtained by fitting and integrating the resulting peak.

To receive the invariant meson yield from the raw yield, several corrections for efficiency and acceptance, as well as 
for secondary π s ⁰ and pile-up have to be applied.

With the photon conversion method (PCM) the invariant π  and ⁰ η yield for p-Pb minimum bias collisions and different 
multiplicities can be obtained. 

 

The π  ⁰ meson is measured over a wide pT range (0.3 GeV/c < pT < 14.0 GeV/c).

The η meson is analyzed using the same method for 0.7 GeV/c < pT < 10 GeV/c.

These results will be compared to complementary detection methods in ALICE.

RCP and Rp-Pb will be calculated and the results will be compared to theoretical models.

Motivation
The measurement of particle production in p-Pb collisions at LHC energies serves a 
dual purpose:
 It can show whether the initial
  state of the colliding nuclei plays a role
  in the observed suppression of hadron 

  production at high pT in Pb-Pb collisions.

 It allows the study of fundamental 
  properties of quantum chromodynamics 
  (QCD) at low parton momentum 
  fraction x and high gluon densities.

This gives an insight into phenomena such as parton shadowing or gluon saturation  
and can deliver new constraints to the parton distribution function (PDF) of the lead  
nucleus.
The measurement of neutral pions has the advantage of large statistics of identified 
particles over a relatively large transverse momentum range.
In addition, the neutral pion measurement is crucial as an input for the direct 
photon spectrum, which is more sensitive to the gluon distribution in the lead 
nucleus. It is also a prerequisite for understanding the electron background for a 
charm and beauty measurement. 

ALICE at the LHC
ALICE is a general purpose heavy ion experiment designed to study strongly 
interacting matter and the Quark-Gluon Plasma in nucleus-nucleus collisions at the 
LHC. In this analysis, the Inner Tracking System (ITS) and the Time Projection 
Chamber (TPC) are used to measure photon conversions. For the multiplicity 
estimate the VZERO-A detector is used.

Photon Conversion Method
The  mesons are reconstructed via their two photon decay channels:

 π0  → γγ (B.R. 98.8%)
 η    → γγ (B.R. 39.3%)

In this analysis the decay photons are reconstructed via conversion electrons in ITS 
and TPC. 
      
  π0 → γγ → e e e e⁺ ⁻ ⁺ ⁻
  η  →  γγ → e e e e⁺ ⁻ ⁺ ⁻

The full azimuthal coverage of ITS/TPC 

and |ηlab| ≤ 0.9 compensate the low 

conversion probability of ~8%.
With its good momentum resolution the
Photon Conversion Method (PCM) provides
a precise method complementary to 
electromagnetic calorimeters.

Conclusions and Outlook
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By combining two oppositely charged secondary 
tracks, a secondary vertex (V0) is reconstructed, 
whose momentum vector P has to point to the 
primary vertex. 

The main contributors to the V0s are K0
s, Ʌ, Ʌ or γ.

To extract a clean photon sample several quality 
cuts are applied to the charged tracks as well as 
to the V0 sample: 

 No kinks and minimum pT of the tracks

 e± selection and π± rejection using TPC dE/dx

 Cut on qT (Armenteros-Podolanski plot) to select 

  photons among the V0 candidates 
 Cut on the χ2 of the V0 including constraints on    
  the invariant mass and the pointing direction of  
  the reconstructed photon candidate

→ Cuts lead to a photon purity above 95%
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